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BOR's ·'flexibility' threatens state students
by Biii CUshlng
EDITOR IN CHIEF

•
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Florida university students face the
chance of some drastic cost increases and
UCFs student government is wJling to
take some drastic action in an attempt to
stop it.
When the state's legislative Subcommittee ofHigher Education meets tomorrow, it
will vote on a flexibility management sys.tern which Florida's Board of Regents has
been trying to institute. The system would

give the BOR·greater control over university system financial resou,rces, allowing it
to enact tuition increases on its own rather
than having to go through the state. ·
Onee the bill comes out ofsubcommittee
on Wednesday, it goes to the full committee
of the legislature on Thursday.
"We found wrapped in the flexibility
agreement legislation that could strike the
25-75 agreement," said Jason DiBona,
UCFs student body president and the current chairperson of the Florida Student
Association.

"We'reallforflexibilityforgreateruseof
resources, butnotforsettingtuition,"DjBona
said. He added that giving the board the
final say in· setting tuition prices could
result in "15 to 20 percent tuition increases
every year."
'The problem with this would be history," he said, adding that there has not
been a good track record when the BORhas
had the power to set fees and tuitions.
Knowingthat, Chris Marlin, publicrelationsdirectorofSG, iscoordinatinga"phone
tree" to be held in student government
'
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offices on Wednesday morning. The idea rL
the action is to tie up legislative phone lines
with calls requesting members ofboth the
subcommittee and the full committee to
vote in favor of retaining legislative power
overtuition prices. HelpingSGarePiAlpha
Delta, a legal professional society, and the
Residence Hall Association.
"It's a rather abrasive lobbyingtacticbut
theyre not giving us much of a choice this
time around," Marlin said "We're also go-

student at
·knifepoint
by Mark Schlueb
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Senior public relations major Tricia McNicol takes advantage the Student Government Mac
Lab, located in the Student Center complex. Any UCF student with a validated ID may use the
computers, typewriters and printers that are in the lab. (Denoy o.eo.r1FuruREJ

An unnamed UCF student was abducted
at knifepoint, police said.
According to the 21-year-old woman, she
returned to her car in Lot A4 n ear the
Administation Building after class Jan. 25
at about 6:15 p.m. After she got in her car, a
man hiding in the backseat grabbed her
from behind and pressed a straight razor to
her head.
The man forced her to drive around campus and into Research Park. Once there, the
man slammed her head against the car door,
knocking her unconscious. When she awoke,
the man was gone, she said .
The victim suffered a small cut to her
forehead, but investigators are unsure
whether the cut came from the razor.
The incident probably lasted no more than
lOminutes, according to officer Randy Mingo.
The woman described.her abductor as black,
but because she didn't see his face, was unable
to give a more detailed description.
Police are still investigating the abduction and warn students to be alert and check
their cars before getting in.

WUCF wants to 'gain' more power in Central Florida area
•

UCF's radio station 89.9 FM asks Federal Communications Commission for 40,000 watts·
by Jason Lesko
STAFF REPORTER

•

The UCF radio station, WUCF 89.9,
is waiting for approval from the Federal Communications Commission to
increase its wattage from 7,900 to
40,000.
If the FCC approves the petition,
WUCF can start making changes.
"I don't know how long it could take;
it depends on how much they have to
do," General Manager Jose Maunez
said. "But I like to think it will be
approved by May or June."
The 7,900-watt station can reach as

far as State Road 436, but with the
increased power, WUCF could cover
the Greater Orlando area.
"It will definitely be picked up in ·
Longwood and Altamonte Springs,"
Maunez said.
The station started as a 10-watt
campus radio station and then expanded to 7,900 watts.
In 1986 the station tried to increase
its power to 100,000 watts but was denied by the FCC due to the interference
it would cause with other stations.
WUCF had consultants find a pattern that would meet FCC require-

ments while not infringing on other
stations. They came up with 40,000
watts. The FCC didn't find an infringement violation and allowed WUCF to
continue the application process.
The next step is to get the final
approval, which gives WUCF the right
to go through the process of changing
the pattern to increase the wattage.
Ifthe application becomes approved,
WUCF doesn't expect to compete with
the other radio stations in the current
Orlando market.
"We don't compete with other stations because we don't advertise,"

CLASSIFIEDS page 8

Maunez said. "We hope listenership
will increase because of this and give
listeners another option."
Jim Steel, program director at
WHTQ 96-FM, said, "They won't take
our lifeblood away which is advertising, and the bottom line for a radio
station is business and meeting budgets. I don't consider them (WUCF) a
threat, but it will make things more
interesting because it may tum a few
heads."
"I think it is a great thing that they
are expanding, and I hope the kids
appreciate it," Steel said.
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EVERY 3 MINUTES
A Sexual Assault
Occurs in This Country.
Join us On The Green
11 AM - 1 PM on Wednesday,
Feb.10th
For Campus and Commmunity
Info on Prevention and Assistance.

RAPE AWARENESS
WEEK

Student Legal Services

•

Problems With:
Landlords
Insurance
Contracts
Traffic Tickets

•

Need:
A Will
A Name Change
Uncontested Dissolution ·
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representation in
certain legal areas for qualified UCF students.

Dr. Robert Harman,
Director of Counseling and Testing Center
presents...

For information or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the Student Center
Room 210
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

ENHANCING YOUR SELF-ESTEEM:

'

Funded throug.'1 AcUvity & Service Fee by the Student Government Association

•
UCF Student Center's
Student Orga~izational Lounge

12 Noon on Wednesday, February, 10th

~

Arbour Village Apartn1ents.

•

Arbour Village... Nature's Beauty Surrounds You.
The freshness of country living with the convenience of
urban-life. Lush landscaping, towering pines and oaks, and a
park..:._like atmosphere complement Arbour Village. Just
wallcing distance to UCF .
• 2 laundry facilities
• 2 sv.imming pools .

.Oversized walk-in closets
.Small pets accepted
• Volleyball/ 2 tennis courts
•Sauna

• Professional management
•Exercise Room

FURNISHED APARTMENTS ~VAILABLE

LISTEN FOR THE SIREN EVERY 3 MINUTES ...

11600 MacKay Boulevard • Orla.mlo, Florida 32826

( 407) 282-7333

•
•

Bring Friends .. .
Roommates .. .
. and Money!!!

-·

· Belz Factory
· Ou'tlet World
Mall 2
.
363-4670

.
OUTLET
.

.

•

10% ·student discount on regular ·merchandise with UCF ID

•

Students
Staff

•
"

This Bard s For You!
1

•

Orlando Shakespeare Festival's UCF Nights

2 0 o/o ~!~ular price

•

Your cost per ticket: Level C $4., Level B $8., Level A $16.

A~~ April 15, 1993

April 14, 1993
THE COMEDY

~

Walt Disney Amphitheater

'lt.~tioal

OF~:~RS ~-/
at Lake Eola Park

c:W~

•

AS YOU

•

L!~!T

Walt Disney Amphitheater

at Lake Eola Park

N~~-------------------------

streetAddress - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City
State
ZIP _ _ __
Phone (day)
Phone (evening) - - - - 0 April 14 • The Comedy of Errors Ticket price _ _
D April 15 ·As You Like It
Ticket price _ _ Total price _ _

D Check enclosed D Mastercard D Visa

Card#------

Name as it appears on card
.
Exp. _ _ __
Mail this coupon with payment to: Orlando Shakespeare Festival
30 S. Magnolia, Suite 250, Orlando, Florida 32801
~ai7e ::,•t peTickr
play per coupon. Tickets subject to avallablllty. Not vaDd with any other offer. Nol
av..,,., e r1 ugh
etma.ster. Photocopies or other reproduction not valid. To order addltfonal tickets
at r"lj-ar p ee, cal1 the OSF box office: 841-9787.

•
•

----------------------------~
f
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· Task force investigates cultural diversity
•
•

•

gramming and training committees.
Valerie King, chairwoman of Minority
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Student Services, presides over both of
"Everybody is a legitimate part of the task force committees.
"What I would like to
UCF;howdoweexpressthat
wholeness?' President John ~~~~~~~~ see happen is for you
"We ought to people to grapple some of
Hittaskedthenewlyformed
the issues," Hitt said to
Diversity Task Force at a
meeting last week.
be accessible the group. "We need to exHittappointedthet.askforoo
to every ethnic amine some of the areas
inDeoomberforthepurposeof
origin."
where we have strength
and capitalize on them."
spreading cultural diversity
throughouttheuniversity.Hitt
• John Hitt ,
"I should be able to find
has budgeted $10,000 for the
UCF PRESIDENT
negative things to say, but
by Cynthia Conlin

task force to use.
- - - - - - - - so far, not a one," said
"I know that I am asking
Steven Levensohn, the coyou [the task force] to take on a tough chairmanoftheprogrammingandtrainassignment," Hitt said. "But I think it is ing committee within the force.
essential that we face it together.... We
"A great deal has to be done to edu[UCF] ought to be accessible to every cate people to a position of response
ethnic origin."
reguarding the treatment of others as
The task force, made up of 20 UCF persons," Levensohn said.
faculty members and two students, has
The programming and training combeen divided into assessment and pro- mittee will first begin by having sen-

BEST SEATS IN THE HOUSE

sitivity seminars for the committee mem- is to provide academic opportunities
bers themselves, then eventually for other for a diverse student population. This
administrative members, Levensohn said strategy, like the first, has been subThe task force motivated Levensohn to divided into activities which the two
begin a volunteer program with his stu- committees are to work on separately .
dentsforthe Wint.er Park Housing Author- The assessment committee looks at
ity. He said the program worlrs well
the level of minority student, faculty,
"Had it not been for the encouragement administration and staff involvement
ofthe president and Dr. King, I would have on campus.
The programming and
never done it," Levensohn ~~~~~~~~
said.
training committee develHitthasgiventhetBskforre
''A great deal ops programs to increase
has to be done recruitment and promotwostrategies.Thefirststrategyistopromot.eacampusin
to educate
tionofminority students,
which culture, race, age and
faculty and staff and progender are valued The aspeople."
vides academic enrichsessment committee looks at
• Steven Levensohn ment opportunities for
theuniversity'sstatusandrecCO-CHAIRMAN
disadvantaged students.
ommends policies·to enhance
Hitt holds high expecdiversity, while the programtations for the committees
ming and training committee promotes and plans to make a difference at the
cross-cultural and multi-cultural activi- university.
ties on campus.
"We're not just going to write a reThe second strategy of the task force port and go away," Hitt said.

News Bits

.

•

•
•

•

Binh Nguyen, an electrical engineering major, and Kyle Conner, a
legal studies major, perched high above a concert on the Green
last week. They wanted to get a better view. <Heather Let1FuruRE)

--- Announcements
Sexual Assault Awareness

Teeter Marathon for MDA

UCF, with Valencia Community College,
Rollins College, The Naval Traing Center, Seminole Community College,
Florida Institute of Technology and Response Sexual Assault Resource Centerwill sponsor a week of Sexual Assault
Awareness and prevention activities this
week. During the week, UCF's Sex Respect Peer Educators will be presenting
a mini-mock trial.

Lantlda Chi Alpha Fraternity and Zeta Ta.
Alpha Sorority of UCFwillbecoOOUctinga 48hour Teeter-Totter Marathon on the Student
Center Green ~rsday and Friday. All proceeds coNected via pledged sponsorship wiH
benefithe Musrular Distrophy Association of
Central Fbooa.

nounces a program on how to improve
your sett esteem, "How to Feel Good·
About Yourself" This group will focus on
action one can take to feel better about
oneself. It will combine didactic and experiential learning experiences. Meeting
times are Tuesdays from 9:30 a.m. to 11
a.m. beginning Feb 16.

Enhance Your Self· Esteem

Let's Get Wet!

The Counseling and Testing Center an-

The UCF Dive CkJb 5 now aa:epttng

new

ment>ers. Come Tuesday to Studert Center Room 214 between 2 and 4 p.m. For
rrore informatbn call ArdreN at 382-8007.
Join the Joumalists
UCF's chapter of the Society of Professional Journalists will meet at 1O a.m.
Friday in SC 217. Call 281-9318.
Serd 'Arro..rmrais" at a:s too d¥> pu to EMnt
to-lteCootral Fbrtl3. Future, Box 2Ea:JJ, 01rdo,
R.32816
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UCF and community honor Black ffistory
History celebration begins with speeches recognizing the contributions of African-Americans
Monday marked the start of Black a Jazz debut by Jacqueline Jones.
The Office of Minority Student SerHistory Month with a Ceremony of Recognition on UCFs campus. Black His- vices and the African American Student
tory Month is a national event recogniz- Union sponsored the event. Students
ing the contributions of African-Ameri- from minority and Greek organizations
cans and their role in the development of painted slogans in the freedom circle on
the United States. It was started in 1926 campus on Monday and Tuesday. Many
by Carter G. Woodson, a historian and activities are planned for the entire
month ofFebruaryin recognition ofBlack
author, as a reaction to racism.
Attendance at the ceremony included History Month.
A proclamation from Linda W. Chapin,
Orange County commissioners, the
mayor of Orange County, deans from Orange County Chairwoman, was preeach academic department at UCF, sev- sented to Dr. John Hitt, president of
eral faculty members and representa- UCF, by Mable Butler, Orange County
tives from minority clubs and organiza- Commissioner, District 6 explaining the
tions. The ceremony featured speeches, different purposes and the origin ofBlack
the UCF Gospel and Cultural Choir and History Month.

Twentysomethings
find thrill in danger
One such group is Penn
State University's Outing
The risk factor is usually Club, which sponsors trips for
high, and the excitement level spelunking, (cave exploration),
near feverish.
sky diving and rock climbing
Poor judgement can mean at a Bellefonte, Pa., quarry.
injury, sometimes even death
A characteristic of the
in hard-core downhill skiing, twentysomethinggenerationis
snowboarding, in-line skating, an increased concern with enroad luge, sky diving and vironmental issues.
bungee jumping.
The extremist enthusiasts
Yet, a growing number of are no exception to this.
"The cool thing about [the
people in the twentysomething
age group are seeking recre- quany at] Bellefonte is an old
ational outlets in such extrem- environmental scar has been
ist sports.
transformed into
Th_e extremists
somethinguseful,"
generally speak in
tarvi ti
said Andy Arndt, a
11
a language all but
•.. S
ng 0
24-year-old junior
death... is a Ve/}' and preside~t of
unintelligible to
the average perreal danger.,,
Penn State's ·Recson. Surfers "get
reation and Parks
• Thomas Craver Professional Socitubed," sky divers
make
"HALO
FSU ' SOPHOMORE
ety.
drops," extreme
Members of
skiers watch for
the Penn State
"decaying cornices," rock- Outing Club have made it a
climbers "place pro," and yet part of their mission to mainall of them share a love for gut- tain the climbing site.
wrenching adventure.
Spelunking is another such
"It is only through the di- adventure sport that has
rect confrontation ... only by gained enthusiasts in increasstaring into the naked face of ing numbers from the
death that we discover the true twentysomething crowd over
nature of self," said 22-year- . the past several years.
Thomas Craver, a 26-yearold Stan Lindemuth, a rockclimbing junior at Clarion old sophomore at Florida State
University of Pennsylvania.
University, is a cave enthusiWhen "the strength of your ast. According to him, spelunkfingertips is all that separates ing is a "real study in panic
you from a 120-footfall to your management."
death, you start to get rather
He warns that cave explodeliberate," Lindemuth said. ration is not a sport for the
Extreme sports, he added, are inexperienced or anything to
"a healthy and sociallyrespon- try alone.
"Losing your way and starvsible way of getting high."
A growing number of uni- ing to death in the pitch-black
versities throughout the depths of the earth is very
United States have started real danger unless a great deal
adventure-based clubs and or- of caution and forethought is
ganizations.
exercised " Craver said.

College Press Service

a

According to the proclamation, Black
History Month is celebrated in February
to recognize the birthdays of Frederick
Douglas and Abraham Lincoln.
Dr. Mary Palmer, the dean from the
CollegeofEducation,thoughttheevent
was a very good experience and felt that
more faculty members should have attended.
"Having the event outside this year
made it more open and gave it a university-wide flare," said Chris Marlin, director of public relations in Student
Government.
He thinks the upcoming month of
events will be very successful if the
activities are outside on campus to

attract the attention of all the students.
The city of Orlando also celebrated a
Black History Festival at the Historical Museum on Monday. Seven
honorarys were introduced and Channel 9 made Black History Moment videos on each person. These videos will
be shown on Channel 9 throughout
this month.
Many of the city's events in February will be posted in UCF's calendar of
events for Black History Month. Some
events will include Heritage Films,
African Attire Days, cultural workshops, contests, performances and various art shows.

"IF YOU II~ . DTD WORK TD
GET THADUG SC D L,
YOU - ~ D TD S EUPS:'
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"I need two things to get through
school: good grades and money. I can
take care of the first all by myself, and
UPS is helping me take care of the
secbnd. They gave me a part-time job
that really pays.
"I make almost $10,000 a year for
working about 4 hours a day, 5 days a
week . But get this, UPS has student
loans that let me borrow up to $25,000
a year for college. Compare that
anywhere else I also got my choice of
schedules-mornings, afternoons or
nights. My work hours fit around my class
hours. Most students work in Operations. But you might get something in Accounting, Industrial Engineering, l.S. or
Customer Service.
· "No other company offers more to
students than UPS. Talk to them. Get
what you need to get your diploma."
Applicants are being considered
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career
development or job placement
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.
.
M/F

I Sf I

~

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO·WORK FOR US.

UP,S roELIVER _. EDUCATIOI

'
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Four-year plan proves only a myth for non-traditional students
College Press Service

The hard realities of rising
tuition, closed classes and the
increasing number of non-tra• ditional students attending colleges or universities are changing perceptions that most students eam their undergraduate
degrees in four years.
School officials recogniZe that
because of financial and personal pressures, many students
are taking longer to get their
degrees, not quite making the
traditional four-year degree a
dinosaur, but at least putti.J:ig it
on the endangered species list.
•
In some cases, university systems are trying to graduate students in less than four years to.
make room for new students who
are competing for fewer classes.
"Many students have to take
less courses and have to work. It's
not such a bad thing," said John
Duff, president of Columbia College in Chicago. "Nobody would
raise their eyebrows about going
to graduate school to get a doctorate in eight years. Part of our
culture is that there is some kind
of stigma ifyou don't graduate in
.
four years."
A major factor in the increased
time it takes to eam a four-year
degree is the fact that federal loan
andgrantmoneyisbeingreduced,
forcing students to work part or
full-time to help finance their education Insomecasesstudentstake
·~ an occasional semester offto make
money for tuition.

•

The American Council on Education estimates40peroontofstudents enrolled in two and fouryear institutions are non-traditional students, meaning they are
older students and may work full
or part-time.
"There are significant numbers of small liberal arts institutions that take in students
mostly out of high school and
graduate them in four years.
But their numbers have not
grown," spokesman David
Merkowitz said. "The growth
[in enrollment] is in state colleges and community colleges,
which are oriented toward nontraditional students."
Manystudentsgot.oschoolparttime, which almost automatically
puts them in the position oftaking
more time to get their diploma.
The Chronicle of Higher :Education Almanac estimates that in
1993, 15.3 million students are
attending ooll~e, and 6.4 million
are going part-time. Those numbers are expected to increase
through the tum c:1 the century.
Only one in three undergraduate students in Virginia's public
university system graduates
within four years, said Mike McDowell, a spokesman with
Virginia's State Council of Higher
:Education. In the 1991 fall term.,
there were 165,000 students enrolled in the state's 15 four-year
institutions. Figures for the fall
1992 terms weren't available.
McDowell said the oouncil conducted a study and found stu-

dents attending residential universities in rural areas ofthe state
tended to graduate within four
years. Those students who wentto
schools in urban areas tended to
be commuters who may take time
offfrom school to work and pay for
tuition. According to McDowell,
some students are taking up to
seven years to eam undergraduate degrees.
McDowell said students who
opt for the three-year plan get
credit for high scores on advanced
placementteststakenduringhigh
school. If they pass the tests, it's
determined they have achieved a
proficiency in the subject matter
and don't have to take itin college.
"We want schools to eliminate
obstacles for those who want to go
this way," he said 'Tor some students, this is very much a cultural
thingthattheydon'twantt.ograduate in three years. But for others,
theywouldrathersavethe$10,000
and get out earlier or go on: to
graduate school."
Duff, the president ofColumbia College, said the school's curriculum is designed for most students to graduate in five years
and one semester, if they go full
time. The college, which primarily offers .degrees in the arts,
considers itself non-traditional.
It has open enroll~ent, tuition
is $6,500 a year and most of its
undergraduates are first-generation college students.
There were 430 student.s who
did not return for the Fall 1992
term, Duff said. They all had at

least a "B" average and owed no
money to the school. The school
sent out letter to them to find
out why they didn't return, and
Duff said most ofthem said they
had to take the term off to earn

money.
However,manyschoo~pe

cially small liberal arts institutions--encourage students to
graduate in the traditional fouryear period.
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·Rexibility won't mean accountability

•
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GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP OPPORTUNITY

UCF's Chapter of the Phi Kappa Phi National Honorary Society
seeks applications from outstanding senior students for competitive
fellowships. The top local award pays $1,000 with two $500 awards

for runners-up.

•

UCF's best application will be entered in the national competition
for a $7,000 fellowship to support first-year graduate or profes·

sional study.

•
•
•
•

UCF has had two national winners in the past five years.
Graduating seniors with superior academic and leadership records
should contact Louise Friderici, Phi Kappa Phi Membership Se~reulry,
Administration Building, Room 282, for applications and information.

Deadline is February 15, 1993.
Phi Kappa Phi, founded in 1897, has 250 chapters at universities
and colleges throughout the nation. The Fellowship Program, established in 1932, has made more than 1,100 fellowship awards.

Phi Kappa Phi, in conjunction with the Honors Program, will also be
presenting Dr. Ellis S. Krauss, of the University of Pittsburgh. He will
give a lecture titled "Through The Media Looking Glass: Covering The
U.S. Japan Relationship ". The program will be held on February 11,
1993, in the President's Board Room, Administration Building,
Third Floor, at 2:30 P.M..

All students are cordially invited.

ingto be going into classes and getting student.s to get their parents on
the phone and writing letters t.o Tallahassee. We're going t.o do
everything we can between now and Wednesday."
According to DiBona, one voice that has been a dependable one for .
student.s has been Representative Bill Sublette of Orlando. He is
against any increase and, DiBona said, wants .to make the 25-75
agreement a state law.
Some ofthe committee members previously signedSG's "Educate or
Vacate" agreement in October. The agreement was a document in
which those runiling for elected office promised to fight for legislation
that would favor the rights ofstudents. Ifsigners broke the agreement,
they would willingly forego any additional terms of office.
"We have one (Sublette) who's already oommitted to itand I think if
we remind some ofthe other members, it might help," DiBona said "It
turns out the Board of Regent.sis trying to do us in."
He noted that the board uses Miclrigan's educational system as an
example of a superior system. Michigan uses a differential tuition
system, one which allows differing tuitions at miscellaneous campuses.
While DiBona admitted that such a system would not greatly affect
, UCF, it would hurt students looking at schools such as the University
of Florida or Florida State University. He added that UCF students
would still feel theirnpactofsuchasystem,eveniftoalesserdegreethan
some other student.s. More important, however, would be the loss of
collective bargaining power to student representative bodies.
"I thinkthey're(the board and legislature) losingsightofthefactthat
we are a system and need to stay an equitable system," he said He also
disagrees with some of the tactics that those in favor of the plan have
utilizedinjustifyingit. "I don't kn ow what the board is doing but they're
painting (an inareurate) picture of students." ·
He cited examples of boanl and oommittee members referring to
student ownershiiJ of cellular phones and having to "buy one less sixpackofbeer. They(also) seem to believe that there's alotoffinancial aid
out there. We're going to try to defeat this image that they're painting."
To that end, DiBona hopes to recruit some students as well as
parents to attend the subcommittee hearings tomorrow.
"With a little luck, we might be able to beat this in subcommittee,"
he said "We're going to probably have at least 100 students sitting in
that committee room."
As chair of the FSA, DiBona plans a press conference immediately
following the Wednesday hearings.
"Whenitoomes toflexibilityon tuitions and prices, I think we're going
to lose accountability," he said 'This is a pretty big battle to fight right
here, in terms of what it oould mean to students."

• •
DIOD
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Family-leave bm is
good reason for all
Americans to rejoice
or many students, the news that President C~ton has j.ust signed into la~ a
newfamily-l~ve bill may be greeted with
a disinterested "So what?"
After all, the majority ofthe students here on
campus are not parents and won't benefit from
the law for some time to come, but this law is
significant to all Americans·, if for no other
reason than it almost brings us in line with
other major world powers.
Notice we said "almost."
Saturday's Orlando Sentinel detailed the
family leave policies of some of these world
powers, which range from 1~ weeks at 60
percent pay in Japan to a full year ofpaid leave
in Germany. The bill signedFridayprovides up
to 12 weeks of unpaid leave for employees of
companies having 50 or more employees.
We applaud the signing of this new law
because it shows a commitment to something
Clinton referred to several times in his inaugural address: posterity. Posterity was sometlring the founders of this nation took very
seriously, anditis nice to see the new president
doing the same thing.
But while the new law is a step in the right
direction, we would also say that it does not go
far enough.
·Perhaps if ~e bill had been signed into law
two -years ago when it was first passed by
Congress, the benefits would be further along,
like providing some sort ofpaid leave or even a
longer leave period.
It is interesting that this bill was vetoed
twice by George Bush, the president from the
party that brought you the "family values"·
campaign theme, the Republicans.
Ifthis nation is goingt.o oompetein the global
economy, it needs to have future generations
that had the advantage of the most st.able
upbringings possible.
This is not even to mention the immediate
benefitofbavingeinployees that have had time
to get their lives back in order after the birth or
adoption of a child, or caring for a seriously ill
family member.
Ofcourse the response from some businesses
was predictable; they are concerned about how
this will affect profits-how altruistic ofthem.
We can be assured that any oost to them will
be passed on to the group that is always left
holding the economic bag: we consumers.
There have been concerns already raised
about the possibilities of discrimination in the
hiring of women due to the new law. This is
certainly possible, maybe even likely, but the
alternative of having no leave plan at all is
completely unacceptable.
We hope employers have the good sense to
obey existing anti-discrimination laws and not
·make anyone ·suffer because of the new law.
Jill Krueger
Jenny Duncanson
Cliff VanZandt
Francis J. Allman
Lisa Tulibacki
Michael DeHoog
Dack Nehring
Jennifer Schutte
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Valentine's gieetings from Jon
-B

ack in October, I compared the former
Presidential Candidates with various monsters
associated with Halloween.
Since if was so enjoyable to
list fiends for Halloween, it
seemed equally appropriate
to list people that come to
mind on Valentine's Day: In
~~~ doingso,fmputtingtogether
- three people or groups that I
want to "BE MY VALENTINE." Those on cupid's hit
list: 1. Insulters ofChelsea Clinton, 2. Zoe Baird and 3.
Opponents of Jack Kevorkian.
• Insulters c:f Chelsea Clinton
I put them on the~ of my list because they should be
more respectful ofthe difficult role she plays as the daughter ofour newly-elected president. Ever since she has been
shoved into the limelight, fve watclied in total disbelief
some of the nasty comments made about her appearanre.
Certainly some good natured fun reganling her teenage
growing pains are to be expected. But some of the metaphors people are using to describe her are tot.ally uncalled
for. And would you believe they are mostly made by
Republicans, who supposedly respect the family! I guess
some feel that insulting her because she doesn't fit some
stereotype will ultimately damage Bill Clinton. Still others
are just mean and insensitive. The people who condone
such behavior exhibit what's truly ugly - subjectively
judging someone on their appearanre.
In varying degrees, we all judge people by their
appearance. Let's face it-it makes us feel good to have
attractive people around us. But at some point we need
to look beyond appearance and see the beauty within.
This should be the way we view others on Valentine's
Day: the quality of a person's personality and how it
affects us. But Chelsea hasn't even been given the
opportunity for us to see those qualities. People are too
busy laughing. I can think of no better message on
Valentine'sDaythantojudgeandappreciatepeoplefor
who they are, not for what we expect them to be.
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•7JOO Baird
"Flyby Night ...Goodbyemydear"Haveyouevernoticed
how people enter into oontradictory relationships. So who
else better represents this than a former appointee for
Attorney General that hired illegal aliens. Since most
people become criminals after entering public seIVice, it
seems Ms. Baird wanted to get a jump start on her
colleagues in Washington. ·
I couldn't believe the unmitigated gaul she displayed when trying to convince a Senate committee
that she was still qualified for that position. That would
belikesayinganorangutanisqualifiedtobeazookeeper.
Next t'hing you know, his fellow animals wOIDd be
runningamok,terrorizingoldladiesandlittlecQidren.
Likewise,you can't expect someone who breaks e law
to tum around a try to enforce it. Thank goodrifj;s the
American people broke the status quo of apatjy and
demanded the withdrawal of her nomination. :
So let this be another lesson on Valentine's DaY: Don't
think. you can do things in any relationship and not be
respoQ.Sible for the consequences ofyour actions. It could be
potentially embm:rassing.
• Oppoo.ents ofJack Kevorlcian
I want to focus on his opponents. Specifically, I thought
. it laughable that the same people who oomplained about
his procedures were complaining that the good doctor
hadn't helped any males commit suicide. Apparently, they
said that assisted suicides ofonly women somehow stereotyped them as weak and helpless. So guess what? Two
malesappearedfromnowhere,addingtothegrandtotalof
llpeoplehehasseIViced. Whathisopponentsfailtorealize
is that extensive media coverage ofthis issue is only going
to compel more people to end their lives. As a result, their
efforts are inevitably self-defeating.
Whether you believe in Dr. Kevorkian's methods or not,
it's easy tn criticize something witil you are actually faced
with the kind ofpain that his "patients" have experienred.
So what does this have to do with Valentine's Day?
Opponents to the end ofsuffering need tn have a heart and
think what they might do iffaced with a similar situation.
So Valentine's Day brings new meaning with the
introduction of the above-mentioned players. On this
dayofaffection,it'simportanttoreflectontherelationships we have. We celebrate the beauty within the ones
we love, recognize how our actions affect ourselves and
others and learn to empathize with those who are
suffering. Such themes are as timeless as love itself.
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Free advice to SG presidential candidates
Brian Costello

•Promise to donate your $10,000 salary to the bear hug. Turning down a hug would be grounds for
homeless. After all, who needs it more?
expulsion.
• Ban all credit card salespeople from campus
• Change the UCF fight song to "Beat City" by
LE SOAPBOX
property.
Naomi's Hair.
oon it will be time for
•A short-term parking solution: Open the faculty
• P!'omise to get rid of that hose stuck in cement
all of the potential lots from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. A long-term parking that masquerades as a fountain, and replace it with
student body presi- solution: Tear up all existing parking lots with sledge- an appropos political statement: A statue of former
dents and vice presidents hammers and ban all cars from campus property.
secretary of education William Bennett taking a leak
to litter the campus with
•When the parking lots are destroyed, promise to ·on poor children (three guesses where the fountain
posters and signs.
·
give the bike police new jobs: doormen. It'll be great, will shoot from).
I'd like to save all ofthem put one at every door at every building and make
• Promise to fire all WUCF DJs who talk like
(and all of us) a lot of grief them say something like: "Good morning, and wel- Casey Kasem. Maybe then I could listen to it again.
by offering some much- come to Howard Phillips Hall."
• Let me serve on the Food Services Committee
needed advice from the po• Promise not to refer to Dr. Hitt as "that 'Hitt-ler' again next fall.
litical officianados here at guy." Please, just trust me on this one.
Well, there you have it.
Le Soapbox.
•Speaking of that, why not promise to create two
My friend Frog was going to run on a platform
So here goes, in the form of a "real" letter.
new classes and make them required for every stu- similar to this, but he's a lazy bastard.
Dear Student Government Presidential Candidates: dent (and hopefµlly administrators) on campus: SatI might have run on this platform myself, but I'm
Good luck on the campaign trail. We, the distin- ire Appreciation and Humor Awareness.
a lazy bastard, too.
guished members of the Le Soapbox Thinktank,
•Until The Central Florida Future gets a new
So I leave it to you candidates; take this platform
have come up with some ideas that will guarantee a office, drain the reflecting pond and dump the trail- and run with it, man.
landslide victory to whomever has the testicular ers there. This way, everyone can see what eyesores
Run like the wind, and if you're not the heir
fortitude to adopt these planks into their platform. The Man refuses to move us out of.
apparent, pray your ass doesn't get fined or worse for
Don't worry about how ridiculous some of these ideas
• Increase campus unity by making every third violating any technicalities.
seem; we're policy workers, and we know what we're Wednesday of the month "Big Lug Day." On Big Lug
That's about it for this week. Remember, only
doing.
Day, anyone can go up to anyone else on campus and eight more shopping days until Big Lug Day.
So here's our sure-fire, can't-miss, winning platform:
say "Come here, ya big lug!" and give them a big ol'
Bye, now.
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Letters
THERE IS, TOO, A GOD!

JI

'

•
•

Newton,J. S.Bach,Michelangelo,Flannery
O'Connor, C. S. l.ewis, DaVmci, etc.
Carelessly, DavidJ. Shoulberghasinhis
20+ yearsofwisdomansweredourtimeless
question, crediting religious belief to the
absence ofscience, though Shoulbergsconclusion is not generated by the scientific
method.As students, we have the responsibility to be more inquisitive, respondingnot
out ofbelligerence and audacity but rather
love and theincom.iptiblewisdomitenoompasses. Maybe Shoulberg can next tell us
how many angels fit on the head of a pin.

although. we do feel it. When we receive
blessings, we also know that these arefrom
I hate to break this to you, David J.
Him. We all wish for every unbeliever that
Shoulberg, but there is a God. As a matter
you oould share the experience, and pray
of fact, the entire concept of religion is
that someday you will
revealed to us by his Spirit. From reading
The bottom line though, is: if you are
your article it is obvious that you don't
right and I am wrong, then I have passed
believe in the Spirit of God. 1 Corinthians
through this life on a self inflicted "love"
2:11-12 says, "Forwho amoungmenknows
high, sharing it with wonderful family and
the thought.s of a man except the man's
friends,havingtheknowledgeofGod'sword
spirit within him? In the same way no one
to help me daily, the presence ofHis loving
knows thethough.tsofGodexceptthe Spirit
Son, Jesus, the strength of His Holy Spirit
ofGod. We have notreceived the spiritofthe
and the protection oflegions ofangels; but;,
world, but the Spirit who is from God; that
Colin Dwyer if I am right, and you are wrong, you have
we may underst.and what God has freely
Fine.Arts forced yourself to struggle through life,
given us."
denyingyourCreator, tumingyourbackon
As the scripture concludes, it states, PRAYING FOR SHOULBERG
the spiritual support that is there for you
c.niernan withouttheSpiritdoesnotaccept
It would be easier to speak to you if I just for the asking, and yes, ending your
the things that come from the Spirit ofGod knewyou,butsinceyouseemtoknowmeso
earthly life, but with the knowl~ that
for they are spiritually discerned."
well(accordingtoyoularn utterlyignorant, you will be spending eternity permanently
You said in your article ·that "God was simple, non-divine, fearful ofthe unknown,
separated from your lovingCreator, regret,.
created as something to be worshipped for controlled by organized religion, scared,
ting your life of blasphemy toward Him,
fear of the unknown."
threatened, brainwashed and copping out) and that will be Hell
Itseemsyouhavetakenyourownadvice perhaps that will be sufficient.
Peggy Minter
and applied it toward God. Hopefully you
Stu.dent Health Seruia!S
You seem so very happy, critical and
can remove your own fear and allow your- int.olerant of the majority of the world's
self to understand what God has freely population. Itmaybebecauseyouaredeny- THE LONE SUPPORT LETTER
given you.
I wanted to say how much I enjoyed
ingthe strongestinherentemotion that we,
RayD. Cruze
the article on the origin of the God myth
as
humans,
possess,
and
that
is
to
worship
Libera/, Studies
our Creator. Earliest man didknowofHim, that appeared in the Jan. 28 issue that
SCIENCE POINTS TO GOD
was written by David Shoulberg. More
they knew Him personally.
I find it interesting that students at the
I would like to share with you that every people need to stand up and speak out,
university level dismiss the existence of Christian I spoke with about your article in before this country turns into a theocGod and equate religious belief with igncr the Future is praying for you. We do not racy which the right-wing fundamentalranee. The existence ofa divine creator and shareyouroontemptforsomeonewithviews ist groups are fighting for.
Although. David was insightful in his
keeper ofthe universe has been and still is opposingours. When thingsgowrongin the
a burning issue grappled by the greatest life of a Christian, we know that our Lord deductions on some of the reasons religion
minds in academia: Descartes, Plato, will allow some good to come into our lives was invented, I think he was much too kind
Socrates, Einstein, Kierkegaard, Dr. Mar- asa result. God is our heavenly Father, and in his opinion of organized religion in gentin Luth.er King Jr., Keppler, Copernicus, we cannot imagine the love He has for us, eral Ifone looks at all ofthe major oonflicts

in the world, as well as the cause ofmuch of
the suffering, religion is the clear culprit

From the ethnic cleansing in what was
Yugoslavia, the never-ending confli~ in
the Middle East, the problems in Northern
Ireland, to tensions in the Former Soviet
Union, religion is the root cause. But don't
think the problems st.op at our border. We
have such enlightened people like Pat
Buchanan calling for a religious war, and
fundament.alists blocking abortion clinics.
Who do you think make up the majority of
those opposed to lifting the ban on gays in
the military? If the words Christian Coalition come to mind you know what rm
talking about.
Ofoourse, a basic right in this oountry is
being able to think, believe and say what
you want (although these rights are slo~ly
beingtakenaway),butwhen the misguided
ideas on the origin of the universe, even
those held by the majority of the public,
start to weaken the constitution, nothing
short ofcivil disobedience may be necessary
to defend it.
So speak up! The world is facing many
problems as we head into the 21st oontury,
and we need reason and sanity, not dogma
and superstition. I think the great AmericaninventorThomasA Edison said it best,
"All Bibles are man-made."
Ryan M. Castl.e
Physics

We would Uk to thank all of you who
wrot.e i1lresponsewDavidShoulberg'spia:£.
Although we cnnnot print all ofyour letters
(we T'f!C€ived about a dozen), we will.show all

ofthem f,Q David.
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GREEK CORNER
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Faculty brother Dr. Fandt will speak
tomorrow @ the faculty lounge on
Teamwork & Motivation. Bulletin board
will B updated work in your
committees. Welcome 2 .ilI1 pledges!
ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Had a great time at Wekival Thanks to
Brian for the party, it gave us a chance
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UCF Dive Club is meeting Feb. 9 Tues.
at 2pm in SC214. Call Andrew at
382-8007 for info. Let'• get wetlll
Don't stop thinking about tomorrow!
UCF College Democrat.
Join us every Tuesday evening SC214
call Holly 658-0881.
EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRY
The Content of Christianity Discussion
every Wednesday, noon, room 214
Student Center all are welcome. Fr.
Ashmun Brown, D. Min., Chaplain.

to dry off. Welcome pledges into the
journey of true brotherhood. Glad to be
a brother AK'PI

Golden Key & Phi Eta Sigma meeting
Thu. 2111 SC214 @6:001 Questions?
call Dennis @381-5750.

DELTA GAMMA
Congratulations new sisters! We're
proud of you. Welcome new pledgeswe love you! Great Derby Daze '93·
thanks !XI Welcome Tina Barnett, we
are glad you're here! Tonight greek
awards UDR 6pm see you there!

PHI THETA KAPPA
There will be a meeting on Thursday,
February 18 at 6:00 in HPB 215.
Contact Bob Snow at 823-2231 or Todd
Petrie at 382-5933.

CLUB INFO
SWAT
SWAT
members
IMPORTANT
reminder. Tomorrow we are on the
green for Rape Awareness Week from
11 :OOam to 2:00pm please come by and
see us.
LAMBDA ALPHA EPSILON
Welcome all new members! Tawnia
Shanks, Dawn Berner, . Angie Zalla,
Scott Burnett, John Graul, Todd
Gardiner, Buddy Grant, Lisa Jones! Matt
Rebholz, Shawn Banks, Sean Kobylarz.
Marla Brown, Karen Thayer, Jeff
Maricle, Rick Rothell, Ron Hopper,
Deborah Delapaz, Kellie Gifford, Lisa
Price Shawna Walter, Stephanie
Spenee, Amy Kuritar, Alan Palladino,
Dom Viola, Kathy Cross, Laura Sellers,
Michelle Negron, Bob Knott, Sean
Peters, and David Schramek. Next
meetings Thurs. Feb. 18 SC rm 214 at
4:00 pm.

AA meeting every Wednesday 12 noon
SC 211 .
Hola Hjspanol
HASA has its meetings every Tuesday
at 5pm in the SOL. For more inf. call

ROOMMATES

1/2 duplex 2 beds/2baths, clean near
UCF Bonneville Dr. Call 382-8403.

Ala9ka Summ• Employment-

fisheries. Earn $600+/week in
canneries or $4,000+/month on fishing
boats. Free transportation I Room &
Board! Over 8,000 openings. Male or
Female. For employment program call
1-206-545-4155 ext. A5418.

For rent at Cambridge Cir. 2bd 2 1/2ba
townhouse washer and dryer $460 per
month plus discount 851-6195.
Townhouse-1 mi. to campus 2 bd-ea.
w/private 1/2 ba, & 112 ba down. All
appl. inc. w/d. lots of paridng. Only $465
mo. & sec. Vacant The Cannon Group
298-0041.

Mail postcards and get paid, easy
proven program, for app. send $1 cash
& SASE, no other fees: Wealthy Ways
P.O. Box 182213 Casselberry FL
32718

2 bedroom, 2 bath, washer/dryer, walk
to campus 12187. Descartes Ct. $425
per month call 695-3055.
Biweekly contract student apartment
very good rate please call 273-1500.

Need money for college expen8"?
Club Juana, upscale mens' nightclub
now hiring dancers & waitresses.
Good money no experience necessary
adjust hours to fit class schedule. Call
Mr. White 831- n11.

FOR SALE
Sofa contemporary design 3month old
sacrifice $300, 2n-9999. Car stereo
Blaupunkt Seattle SOR-27 auto reverse,
excel. c:ond. $100, 2n-9999

Share 3bd home, fireplace, patio etc.
with grad student $300 381-2965

Available 2br for 314 month lease call
Mr.Tat 273-4097 2mins from UCF.

212 condo, 1050 sq. ft., plus screened
balcony. The Colonies, 5.5 mi. UCF.
$29500. 645-5706.
2 beds & cd player. $135 ea. Call
380-7303.

Fasl*Professional*Accurate
KCO INC Typing/ $1.501678-6735
Word Processing. Near UCF.
366-0556
Typing!Wordprocessing. Rea~ble.
WordPerfect 5.1. BA English.
382-8599.
Professional typing right next door, fast
and accurate call 359-9203.
Pam Beasley 365-2569.

Sitter wanted: for 2 children, some
days and some overnight, 10 minutes
from UCF. Ref. required 695-2475.

NIA surfboard $275 s·2· 3 months old
823-4355.

Roommate needed ASAP own room &
bath $245 mo. & 1/2 utilities call
Tammy at 366-2693 leave message.
(near UCF)

WOADMASTERS 277-9600
Student doaJments and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter qualityl1aser printing.

SERVICES
I

$$$POWERFUL$$$
Strategies for making moneylll
Please calll free! (407) 426-5639
to hear a 3 min. recorded message!

The Word Processor
Papers, resumes, theses.
Professional. Accurate. From $1.50.
Casselberry area. Nancy 339-1093.
Editing/Word Processing/WP 5.1 /Laser
fonts, spreadsheets, and graphs
available $1.45/pg base 366-7356.

TUTORS

Queen waterbed for sale with black
leather headboard call 366-8511.

Female Christian roomate for house
near campus. $225 & 1/3 utilities. Call
365-2940. Available 211193.

Microfiche reader for sale $85 call
823-5515 leave msg for Tamas.

Roommate wanted in 3/2 contemporary
home by UCF, washer/dryer, furnished
or not, female pref. call 365-1006 asap.

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

· RPS needs pit package handlers fro_
m
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call'297-371 ~.

Free Apartment Finding Service
Apartment Locator Specialists, Inc.
3300 University Suite 246 657-8282

Greeks & Clubs $1000 an houri
Each member of your frat, sorority,
team, club, etc. pitches in just one

*Sherwood Forest*
312 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.

hour and your group can raise $1000
in just a few days! Plus a chance to
earn $1000 for yourself! No cost. No

- Greeks and Clubs
Need a photographer to capture the
moment? Call Joseph Ortiz at
678-1218 for rates and availability.
Why leave home to have your taxes
prepared? Call 679-4729 for FREE
pick-up & delivery. 5 yrs. experience
Larry Nethers' Tax Service.

,

Accounting Tutor
CPA/former college instructor.
Very expenencea.
Call Loretta at 256-1140.

_,

Experienced tutoring available for
Physics, math up to Diff. Eqn.,
Engineering ~tatics. Call or leave msg
678-2761.

Housekeeper 275-1918 call after 9:30.

PERSONALS

- TYPISTS
WP, EDITING:APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538

On February 23 and 24 UCF students
will choose their President. Take five
and \/Ote. Just bring student ID.

;M:~~ue;l~8;62;-4;1~2~1·~. . . . . . . . . .~~. . . . . .~65~7-~1~96~7~llllllll~~~·~~ob~li~a~u~·o~n.~1~-ao~o-~9~32~-~05~2~8~,e~xt~.~65~.~~~~~~~~~~======~:::::::::::::::::::::::·~

·I
Name and address:_.

I
Receipt#:
Phone#:

I --

·I
Only $1 per line for non-UCF students._ Deadline Febr.uary l '.. , 1SJ93 !
Drop this form off at The Central Flonda Future business ofhce.

Writers
Wanted.
We are looking for students
Interested In sharpening
their writing skills in all ar-

eas:
•news
• ~eatures
•sports
• oplnlon/edHorlal

All students
welcome.
Call 823-6397 for
further information.

81,M PEOPU GAVE

SOMnHING TO THE IRS THIS YEAR.
AID THO CAN'T WAIT
TILL NEXT YEAR TO GIVE AGAIN.
What they gave wasn't money.
It was time.
They volunteered their skills to people who needed help doing
their taxes . And it made them feel great.
They weren't necessarily accountants. They were people, like you
and your club or group members, who have a basic aptitude for math
and a desire to help others.
You know, you can make someone's tax season less taxing.
And you'll be amazed by the return you'll get from helping people
with what taxe s them.
To find out about the free IRS training program that will teach you
and your organization the ins
~
and outs of preparing taxes,
A Public Service of •
1
call 1-800-424-1040 now.
ThisPublicatJon&
·
Service

r!I
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Magic on a roller coaster ride in the Wes
Jenny Duncanson
MAGIC MANEUVERS
The Orlando Magic are learning how the West is
won. And lost.
On their recent five game West Coast road trip,
they have disproven theories about home court advantage.
"I'm not sure why, but we just seem more focused,
more relaxed on the road than we are at home," said
Magic point guard Scott Skiles. "We're just playing
with a lot of confidence away from home right now." ·-....
This confidence, which many people say stems from
rookieAll.StarcenterShaquilleO'Neal,hasbeen the key
oo the three latest road victnries for the Magic.
The longest road trip this season for Orlando
began with a come-from-behind victory over the
Sacramento Kings last Monday. The Magic kept
the pace and followed with another win on Tuesday, this one over the Los Angeles Lakers, 110-97.
Orlando rode the wave of excitement into Friday
night's game against the Portland Trail Blazers and
rode out of town with another win, 114-106. The
victory marked the ninth road win of the season, a
franchise record. It also matched last season's victory total of 21 games.
The winning streak came to a halt on Sunday with
a loss to the Phoenix Suns, 121-105. The Magi~

)

finished up the West-coast swing with the Utah Jazz against-the-world attitude and he feels that has
on Monday. The media and many critics attribute really helped them play together.
Nick Anderson continues to be a dominate force
the Magic's confidence and subsequent success to
O'Neal and he has given them little reason to doubt. for the Magic, dumping 23 points against the Lakers,
He sank 31 points and grabbed 14 rebounds against and 27 against the Trail Blazers. Anderson echoed
L.A and added 22 points and 11 more rebounds his teammates remarks on playing with more confiagainst Portland. When he was on, he was hot. But dence: "We're just playing with a lot more confidence,
when he was on the bench, the Magic were not. and that's a big part of trying to win on the road.
Orlando's scoring drives seemed to come to a halt People still think of us as underdogs when we travel,
but we're not anymore."
when O'Neal sat out in foul trouble.
The Magic were seemingly the underdogs in the
Shaq stopped the show in Phoenix, literally. Orbeginning of the trip. They were down by 14 points in
lando lead 8-6 in
...............::-- . . the fourth quarter against Sacramento and

tfi1~)~~{{g~§§~~~~~~~~~

. :.:::·:·':':'":':':·:-. :·: ·:::..· · .,,. briefly in the beginning of the final quarter. But
an Orlando 10-0 run put the game out ofreach for
good.
"I don't know exactly where the confidence came
the opening quarter
when O'Neal went up for a
but wherever we got it, I hope we don't lose it,"
from,
slam and came down with the basket. The whole
Anderson
said.
thing. In Orlando's NBC debut he tore down the goal
The Magic play at home against Cleveland on
standard in the NBA's most modern arena. The feat
put the game on hold for 3 7 minutes. Shaq sat on the Wednesday, then return to the road for a game with
bench with four fouls for all but two minutes of the Charlotte on Thursday. Sunday's Magic-New York
match-up is in Orlando and will be televised nationally
final quarter and could not ·stop the Suns.
O'Neal said the team went on the road with an us- on NJ3C beginning at 1:30.

c 1992 The Olive Gorden Reslouronts

tl

HERE'S ACOURSE
THAT COMBINES
ITALIAN AND
.ECONOMICS.

Bril)I yea bike to tbe

111111'/MB D>Obie repar service Every W~, 9 2 pro. aaoss frQn) tt;e Wld Pizza-UCF Ci111JPUS
w

• Live cl~ses with experienced instructors
• Hundreds of hours_of au<fu> review
available 1 days a werk
• Extensive home smdy notes
• No nonsense guarantee
• Industry wder-53 years experience and
over 2million graduates

l

ALL
YOU
I
CAN
EAT
SPAGHETTI,
GARDEN SALAD,
& BREADSTICKS
I

'

UCF
STUDENT
SPECIAL

$5.25

WEDNESDAYS, AFTER 4 PM

•
•

•

Talk about a heavy cours~ load. If you're o UCF student or staff
member, just show us your ID and we'll give you all-you-can-eat
spaghetti with tomato sauce. Plus unlimited fresh garden salad
~•
.
and warm garlic breadsticks.
It's all just $5.25. And you
. -rl'-"~r -~.. f_
don't have to be a math
•
~
major to figure out that
"
that's a great deal.
.

1••••11••

Fl'llllBBNew Hours
Mon-Thilrs

Saturday

WHERE

HESTAl !HANT

Ai .r .THE BEST Or l1Al Y Is Yol

Available only at:
Orlando, E. Colonial Dr., jus1 east of Alafaya Trail, 381-8084.

RS.~

Friday
Sunday

6am-10pm
12-5 pm

6615 E. Colonial Drive

. . . --(-4. .

()~
ITALIAN

6 am - 11 pm
9 am - 8 pm

Orlando, FL 32807
07..:.._) 658--8000~--.........

•
'

~

""

~

STUDENT AND FACULTY:
'
BRING YOUR SWEETHEART TO RECEIVE I
._..
ONE MONTH FOR $14.00.
~
OFFER GOOD THROUGH
~
~
FEB. 15
All"'
~

:

_,,,,,,,

...
10
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WOMEN

UCF's backcourt, scoring nine
points in 19 minutes including
FROM PAGE 12
FROM PAGE 12
two offourfrom the three-point
Frazier, 61-60.
line.
Phillips also did what he
who scored 24 points, and
Thursday the women will Saxton, who scored 18. The does best, providing seven asface New Orleans at the UCF team shot nearly 52 percent sists off the bench. Staring
Arena. The women's game will from the field and nearly 73 point guard Harding scored
start at 5:15 p.m. and will be a percent from the free-throw zero points and recorded zero
part of a doubleheader with line.
assists in 15 minutes of play.
the men's team.
As the team looks to the
"From an offensive standfuture,
rebounding, perimeter
point, everything went very
Florida Atlantic (100)
and defense look to
shooting
Griffith 11-14 0-0 22, Mat•on 7-12 3-4 20, Haag
well," Dean said.
5-10 1-2 14, Porter S..10 0-0 12, Jones 4-7 0-0 12,
be
the
main
areas needing imLavan 3-12 0-0 9, Gregory 3-6 0-0 7, Vicera l • l 0The Knights blistered their
provement.
0 2, Gaiter 1-1 0-0 2.
way to a quick five point lead
"To win, we have got to play
to open up the game. But, after
UCF(71)
harder
defense," Dean said.
Frazier7-100-018, Gibson 4-72-412, Tsinnie4three fouls in a row and a turn12 2-8 12, Briscoe 4-8 0-2 9, Johnson 4.9 0.0 8,
over by reserve point guard FIU (77)
Batz 3-3 0-0 6, Duncan 2-5 0-14, Rockwell 1-100 2.
Matt Maton, FIU (14-6) went Stuart 2-8 1-2 6, Stewart 12-13 10-14 34, Prude
Halftime FAU 49 UCF 37,3 point FAU 4 (Mat10n34-8 1-3 9, Nicholas 3-6 2-2 10, Valdes 1-3 4-4 7 ,
on an 16-4 run to take the lead. Tchir
4, Haag 1-2> UCF 4 (Tsinnie 2-8, Gib10n 2-4),.Re0-3 1-3 l,Joiner 1-2 0-0 3, Greer 0-10-0 0,
3-6 1-2 7.
bounda FAU 35 (Griffith 11) UCF (John.mm 7).
FIU currently leads theTAAC. Flournory
UCF(72)
Carter brought some life to Davis 10-18 ~2 24, Saxton 7-12 2-2 18, walker 4.

BASEBALL

Pepperdine

FROM PAGE 12
t.eam as the season goes on."

UCF regrouped Sunday,
avenged Saturday's loss to Aubum and exploded for a 12-4 win.
Senior right-hander Jimmy Still
(1-0) put an end to the Knights'
pitching problems, surrendering
three runs in 6-11.3 innings of action. Offensive starsfortheKrrights
included junior second baseman
Eric Golden, who scored twice and
drove in two run~ and first
baseman Scott Muhlhan who
made two RBfs, scored twice and
droppedtwodoublesi)ast;Aubum.
GeorgiaTechdefeatedPepperdine
3-2towintliechampion shipgame.
UCF will face BethuneCookman at 1:00 p.m. in
Saturday's double-header home
opener.

Pepperdine 6, UCF 1
UCF

abr hbi
Lovell Sb
6 12 0
McElrth dh 4 1 i> 0
Wskwai lb 3 2 1 O
Vilmer c
4 13 3
Rdmnvch cf 4 1 1 0
Pazrf
6 01 1
Dil'Amco If 4 0 1 1
Ekdahl ss 3 01 0
Milton2b 3 0 0 0

Totala

MEN

S5 6101

Pepperdine
UCF

Morales If
Golden 2b
Tocco lb
Angulodh
Ballph
Loubierc
Muhlan ph
Ordwayc
Mrrllacf
Lwrnce 88
E. Grcia 3b
A. Grcia 3b
Whtmore cf
Scott p
Ammanrf
Totala

nus

100 210 011- 6
010 000 000 . 1

UCF
Auburn

E- Radmanovich, Morales, Halperin, E. Garcia.
DP- UCF 1.
LOB· Pepp. 9 UCF 8. 2B-Lovell 2, Lawrence. 3BMorales.
SB-Lovell, Marrillia, Radmanovich, Vollmer, Paz.
SF-Vollmer
IP
Pepperdine
Gibbons
Estavil, W 2-0
Houaey
UCF
Halperin, L O·l
Van Landuyt
Schneider
T· S:12 A-939

-

Auburn 12,UCF 1
Auburn
abrhbi
abr hbi
Morales If 3 010
Chrstphr
5 2 10
Gilllf
100 0
Bellhom 2b 4 2 1 O
Golden2b 4 110
Waggoner 3b3 2 11
Tocco dh
3 000
Shanks lb 3 3 2 2
Millhan ph 1 0 1 0
Walker 2b 1 0 12
Angulo lb 2 00 0
Dukes db 4 2 3 2
Alkire lb
1 000
Moore BB
4 120
Ammanrf 4 0 0 0
Killimett rf 2 0 O 1
Marrillia cf 3 0 0 0
Whtnbrg rf 2 o O O
Ballrf
1 0 00
Key If
3 0 12
Lawrence 18 2 0 OO
Dean If
1 0 00
Wainsctt 88 1 0 0 0
Lewis c
3 0 00
Fucile Sb
s 00 0 ·chabotph 0 0 0 0
Ordwinc
2 000
Kanakisc 0 0 0 0
Wallacec 1 0 0 0
Totals
32130
Total•
35121210
UCF

abr hbi
3 0 10
3 00 0
3 00 0
s 00 0
1 000
3 000
1 00 0
0 000
4 110
4 010
2 011
1 000
2 000
1 000
1 000

000 000 001- 1
034 000 23x -12

E-Wagner 2,Key,Fucile, Whittenberg, Moore. DPNone.
LOB·UCF 6, Aub. 7. 2B-Moore, Dukes, Walker.
SB-Golden.
SF-Killimett.
IPHRERBBSO

HRERBBSO

4-213 3 1 1 1 4
1-113 10 0 1 0
3
00 0 2 6

UCF
Wagner L, 0-1
Veniard
Auburn
Johnaon W, 1-0
LeBoeuf

4
4
1

T-2:44. A-N/A.

74 4 3 4
31 1 1 1
010 2 2

5 87 4 1 6
4 2 2

s 46

7 10 0 1 11
2 21 0 0 0

Georgia Tech lS, UCF 2
GA.1'ECH
ab r h bi
ab r h bi
Morales If 4 1 1 0
Grciaprra cf 4 2 1 2
Golden 2b 3 0 1 0
Lucas Bl
1 0 0 0
Tocco lb
s 0 1 2 Newhan lb 4 3 4 6
Alkire lb
1 0 0 0
Payton cf 6 1 3 3
Angulodh 3 0 0 0
Varitek c 3 0 0 0
Gilldh
1 0 0 0
Sorrow3b 1 1 1 0
Loubier c 3 0 1 0
Smith rf
4 0 1 1
Wallace c 1 0 0 0
Hensley 3b 5 0 0 0
Marrillia rf 4 0 0 0
Bffintndh 3 2 2 0
Lwrnce ss 3 0 0 0
Barr ph
1 0 1 1
Wainscott dbl 0 0 0 Ritter If
2 2 1 0
Garcia3b 3 0 1 0
Beardnlf 1 0 0 0
Whitmre cf 2 1 0 0
Mcintyre 2b 4 2 2 0
Totala
322 5 2
38 13 16 12
UCF

UCF
Georgia Tech

002 000 000 . 2
161 040 11.x. 13

E-l.oubier, Newhan. DP-UCF l; Georgia Tech
1. LOB-UCF 5, Georgia Tech 7. 2B-Newhan 3,
Barr. 3B-Payton. HR-Payton. SB-Garciadarra,
Buffington.
IP
HR ER BB SO
UCF
Schlutt, L 0-1
8 7 7 4 0
Hagstrom
6 5 5 1 0
Cozart
2 2 1 0 1
Georgia Tech
RigbyW, 1-0
7
6 2 2 1 5
Martin
2
0 0 0 1 4
T-2:43. A-NIA

7 0-1 8, Harding 0-3 0-0 0, Cart.er 3-6 1-2 9,
Maton 0-10-0 0, Phillipa 2-4 0-0 4, Foster 1-3 S·
4 6, Harper 0-0 0-0 0, VanDeuaen 2-3 0-0 4.
Halftime FIU 42 UCF 29, 3-point Soal• FIU 12
(Nicholas 2-4, Stuart 1-2, Valdes 1-2, Joiner 1-2)
UCF 6 (Saxton 2-3, Carter 2-4, Davia 2-6, Harding
0.2, Maton 0-1), Fouled out-none. Rebounds FIU
28 {Stewart 7) UCF 30 (Walker 9). Technical foulanone. Total Fouls- FIU 9 UCF 22.
A-873
UCF(91)
Harding0-0 2-22,Carter1-2 0-23, Saxton &-10 810 20, Walker 4-6 8-11 16, Davia 10-14 9-10 33,
Maton 0-02-2 2, PhilliJlll 3-6 5-10 11, Foder 1-4 ().
0 2, Harper 0-2 2-2 2, VanDeuaen 0-10--0 0.

FAU(80)
Hazell 5-10 5-5 16, Bro"n 1-2 4-4 7, Cargill 4-7 l·
2 9, Sabb 4-7 2-S 10, Harvey 2-102-2 8, Horford 00 0.0 0,Edden3-60--0 7, Yeadon2-70-06, RitterS8 2-2 11, Bellan 0-0 0-0 0, Wilcox 4~ 0-2 8.
Half\ime UCF 48 FAU 37, 3-point goals UCF 612 <Davia 4-7, Carter 1-2, Suton 0-1, Phillipa O·
2)FAU 8-20 (Ritter S-6, Harvey2-8, Yeadon 1-1,
Brown 1-2, Eclden 1-2, Sabb 0-1). Fouled outnone. Rebounds UCF 33 (Walker 9) FAU Sl
<Hazell 9). Technical fouls-none. Total foul•·
UCF 16, FAU 31.
A-678

UCF

UCF 12, Auburn 4
Auburn

Morales lf
Gill If
Amman If
Golden 2b
Bruce 2b
Tuccodh
Alkire dh
Angulo lb
Mulhan lb
A. Grcia lb
Loubier c
Wallace c
Mrrlliacf
Fucile3b
E. Greis Sb
Ball rf
Whttmre cf
Totala

ab r h bi
1 0 0 0
2 0 1 1
2 1 0 0
3 2 1 2
1 0 0 0
2 1 10
2 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
3 2 2 2
1 0 10
3 1 2 0
1 0 10
3 2 1 2
5 1 2 2
1 0 0 0
3 0 1 1
2 0 1 1
41 12 16

ab r h bi
Keylf
3 0 0 0
Deanph
2 0 0 0
Wggonr3b 4 0 0 0
Chstphr cf 4 ·1 2 0
Shanks lb 4 1 2 0
Bllhom 2b 4 1 1 0
Dukedh
4 0 0 0
Moore 11
8 1 10
Walker 11 1 0 0 0
Killimtr! 4 0 3 2
Lewisc
2 0 0 0
Chabot c
1 0 1 1
Whttnbrg phl 0 1 0

11 Totala

87 4 11

<

s

UCF
001217 100. 12
Auburn
000 000 31.x- 4
E-Waggoner, Key, Moore. DP-UCF l, Auburn
1. LOB-UCF 13, Auburn 7. 2B-Christopher 2,
Mullhan 2, Killimet, Lawrence. SB-Lawrence 2,
Marrillia, Killmet. SH-Marrillia.
IP HR ER BB SO
UCF
Still, W 1-0 6113
8 3 3 0 6
Moore
1213
2 1 1 0 0
Cimilluca
1
10 0 0 0
Auburn
Halla,L0-1 4 113
7 4 4 3 4
McKenna
1
3 5 6 3 0
Newi
2 2 2 2 0
Gober
1213
2 1 1 2 2
Warren
2
2 0 0 0 1
T-3:09. A-N/A

~

'

U~F
ALUMNI

_UCF Alumni Association
Scholarships and Awards

UiF
ALUMNI

Alumni Fellows Scholarships-One $800 award each to: a.) a current UCF Freshman who will be a sophomore in Fall 1993; and, b.) a current
UCF Senior who will be a Graduate student in the Fall 1993. Selection criteria: minimum 3.5 GPA; well-rounded involvement on campus or in the
community; and/or exceptional work experience.

.\

Charles Millican Scholarship- One $1000 award to a current (Enrolled at UCF 1992-93) UCF student with Junior class standing in Fall 1993.
Selection criteria: minimum 3.5 GPA; outstanding service to the university through campus clubs, honor organizations, student government, etc.;
and/or service to the community through job, volunteer work, service projects, etc.

H. Trevor Colbourn Scholarship- One $1000 award to a current (Enrolled at UCF 1992-93) UCF student who will have a Senior class standing
no later than Fall 1993. Selection criteria: minimum 3.5 GPA; outstanding service to the university through student government, honor organizations, campus organizations, etc; and/or outstanding service to the community through volunteer work, service projects, job, etc.

Phoenix Scholarship- (Coordinated by the UCF Alumni Association; awarded by a committee of donors to this scholarship program). One award
(typically $1200) to a non-traditional student. Selection criteria is based on merit and financial need.

Minority Scholarship- One $800 award to a UCF ethnic minority student (any class standing). Selection criteria: a.) 3.25 GPA; and b.) wellrounded involvement on campus or in the community; and/or c.) exceptional work experience.

Distinguished Student Award- One plaque presented to a UCF ~tudent who has demonstrated outstanding achievement in at least one of the
following areas: a.) scholarship; b.) athletics; c.) social services, religious activities and campus government; d.) creative and performing arts.
Students, faculty, and staff may nominate any student who has maintained a minimum 3.5 GPA and has been a full-time student during the
1992-93 school year. Preference is given to Seniors.
Please Note- Partial scholarships are awarded for the Fall and Spring semesters. In order to receive these scholarships, students must maintain a
minimum 3.0 GPA and enroll in at least 24 semester hours of coursework during the 1993-94 year (Fall, Spring, and Summer). Students who fail
to meet these minimum criteria shall be ineligible to receive an award for the appropriate semester(s).
Application Deadline- Submit application, statement of academic career goals (one page maximum) as well as a copy of transcript and any supporting letters of recommendation to the Scholarship Committee by 5:00 PM on April 1,1993.
Applications are available in (and must be returned to) the UCF Alumni Relations office, ADM 340.
If you have any questions please call the UCF Alumni Relations office at (407) 823-2586, 8:00 am to 5:00 PM, Monday through Friday.

(
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. 'lb.e Fighting Knights find 24

Ten Trivial Tidbits
the UCF Rugby

. prospects for 1993 season
•

STAFF REPORT

Wednesday and Thursday twenty-four student-athletes signed national letters-of-in• tent to play football for the UCF Fighting
Knights next fall.
• The complete list of those signing national
letters-of-intent follows:
• Duncan Banks, 5-11, 170-pound wide receiver from ~axon High School in Jacksonville
• Todd Cleveland, 5-9, 185-pound defensive
back from Lyman High School in Longwood
David Crawford, 5-10, 170-pound defensive
• back-running back from Largo High School
Daniel Egipliago, 6-3, 240-pound offensive
• lineman from Lakes High School in Miami
Darius Falk, 5-11, 180-pound defensive backrunning back from Orange Park High School
• in Jacksonville
Josh Faller, 6-5, 260-pound offensive lineman from Clewiston High·School
• James Gardner, 6-0, 170-pound defensive
back from WestwoodHighSchoolinFt. Pierce
Ryan Gillis, 6-4, 215-pound defensive line• -man from Largo High School
_
Emory Green, 6-0, 200-poundlinebacker from
• Seminole High School in Sanford
Rufus Hall, 6-0, 185-pound wide receiver
from Bartow High School
• MikeHuff,5-6, 175-poundrunningbackfrom

•
•

considering for
t-shirt slogans

NEW EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY

NEE DE D:
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

Team is

Labelle High School
David Johnson, 6-3, 180-pound quarterback
from Orange Park High School in Jacksonville
Lome Jones, 6-2, 165-pound defensive back
10) Toothless and proud of it!
from New Smyrna High School
9) The uglier the better!
Reginald Jones, 5-11, 175-pound defensive
8) Nobody's too stupid too play rugby.
back from Plant City High School
7) Ughhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.
Emanuel Kavoukis, 6-2, 270-pound offen6) Where's the beer?
sive lineman from Tarpon Springs High
5) Blood and guts. (And that's just the first
School
Daryl Latamore, 5-11, 175-pound defensive
halfl) .
back from Lakewood High School in St. Pe- 4)And people thought polo was a gentlemen's
sport.
tersburg
3) All right already, where the hell's the
Stacy Mack, 6-1, 210-pound tailback from
beer?
_
Boone High School in Orlando
2)
Hey Bubba, is that your ear on the ground?
Jameil McWhorter, 6-1, 200-pound line1) BLOOD-the official beverage ofthe UCF
backer from Boone High School in Orlando
Kendrick Moore, 6-0, 200-poundfullbackfrom ·
Rugby Team.
--------------Clermont High School
Chris Pobjecky, 6-5, 255-pound defensive
lineman from Titusville High School
Alvin Slaughter, 5-11, 165-pound Wide receiver from Pace High School in Miami
Tom Valdez, 6-2, 235-pound linebacker from
Hernando High School in Brooksville
Steve Wagner, 6-5, 250-pound offensive lineman from Palm Bay High School in
Melbourne
Seth Wiepking, 6-2, 240-pound defensive lineman from Lake Brantley High School in
Orlando
·

.

•

11

------~--~~~~~~--~~~~--------~--~--------~--------_;_------------------~

.
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FOR: USHERS; SECURITY; PROGRAM SET UP, CHANGE
OVER & TEAR DO.WN; TICKETING
MUST BE AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY FOR TRAINING.
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE REQUIRED.
NO PRIOR EXPERIENCE NECESSARY, BUT IT IS HELPFUL.

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE @
UCF ARENA DIRECTOR'S OFFICE <s23.3010>
APPLICATION DEADLINE: FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 12. 5 P.M.
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Running Knights use charity sbipe to steal win
FAU never provided a match for the
Knights in front of a homecoming
STAFF REPORTER
crowd. The Owls looked like they were
Playingbehindacareerhigh33points ready to make a game out of it when
by Darryl Davis, the UCF men's basket- they opened the second half with five
ball team snapped their six game losing unanswered points to cut the lead to
streak by beating Florida Atlantic Uni- five, but UCF regrouped quickly and
versity, 91-80 in Boca Raton Saturday. extended the lead to 11. FAU would get
The Owls (2-20) proved to be an easy no closer.
Elvin Hazell led the OWis with 15
opponent as the Running Knights (8-13)
led the entire game, most of the time by points and Rob Ritter came offthe bench
to score 11.
double digits.
The Owls shot 44 percent from the field
UCF shot 65 percent from the field
during the first half with a 16-6 run to compared to 56 peroont for UCF. While
start the game, opening a lOpoint lead in FAU shot 80 peroont from the free-throw
the first five minutes. During the first line, UCFcappeditsmostprolificdayatthe
half, the Knights gained a 15 point lead, line, setting a season record for free throws
eventually closing the halfleading by 11. madeandattempt.ed. TheRU.nningKnights
Both Davis and center Victor Saxton shot 74 percent from the charity stripe,
led the team in the first half. Davis had making 36-49 shots.
The win was an exciting change as the
19 first half points with four ~f six shots
from the three-point line. Saxton's grow- Knights won their third game on the
inginside aggressiveness contributed 14 road for the first time since the 1984-85
season. Also, the game provided an upfirst half points, 20 for the game.
"We definitely played better this lifting swing following an emotional 77game," Saxton said. "Everybody re- 72 loss to Florida International University at home Wednesday.
bounded better."
FIU won the game behind a career
Davis and Saxton were the only two
players scoring in double figures in the high 34 points from Dwight Stewart,
who many consider one of the best in the
first half.
In the second half, the Owls played Trans America Athletic Conference.
the Knights evenly with each team scor- Stewart, who was 12-13 from the field
ing 43 second half points. Davis contin- and 10-14 from the free-throw line, led
ued his hot hand in the half scoring 14 in the Golden Panthers to a 19 point lead
the second half. Forward James Walker early in the second half. UCF battled
supplied 14 second halfpoints after scor- back to cut their lead to five, but the
Knights' comeback attempts fell short.
ing only two points in the first half.
"We lost the game in the first half,"
Notably missing from the game was
UCF's backcourt. The starting combina- UCFhead coach Joe Dean said. "We just
tion of point guard Ryan Harding and didn't play well and didn't have the conshooting guard Ray Carter scored only centration and the intensity we needed."
The Knights did have a productive
five points in the game and recorded only
two assists. Point guard Sinua Phillips night offensively. They were led by Davis,
scored 11 points, playing 34 minutes in
MEN continued page10
i:elief of Harding.

By Alan Byrd

l

l.

(

UCF center James Walker (4) takes it up for two more points. Walker
has lead the team in rebounding in recent games. co.Hoog1FuruRE)

Women _end home stay with loss
freshman Darlys Tsinnie, who
tallied 12 points and two reSTAFF REPORTER
bounds.
The Lady Owls (14-6) were
The UCF women's basketball team ended a three game led by Yolanda Graffith's 22
home stand with a 100-71 loss points and 11 rebounds.
The women dropped their
to the Lady Owls from Florida
Atlantic University, Wednes- second consecutive game in
Tran·s America Athletic Conday.
The Lady Knights were led ference competition to Southbyfreshman Lonnette Frazier, eastern Louisiana, 69-42, on
who sank 18 pGints and Saturday. The team had
grabbed five rebounds; junior trouble finding the basket, only
Tara Gibson, who made 12 shooting 25 percent from the
points and four rebound~; and floor. Tsinnie was UCF's only
by Jenni Malone

double digit score:r with 12.
Frazier, who played the entire
game, added nine.
The loss moved the Lady
Knights to 2-5 in conference
play.
The matchup between the
Lady Knights and .the Lady
Cougars was the second of the
season. When UCF hosted SE
Louisiana last month, the Lady
Knights triumphed with a last
second basket by Lonnette

The Lady Knights have struggled this season, but have snagged t'M> wins against TMC

foes. Melissa Brisooe (11) has been one of the team's offensive leaders.

(

Diamond Knights off to
rough start after losses
in Olive Garden Classic
by Trace Trylko
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

to Georgia Tech. Junior Joe
Wagner (0-1) was hit around
Osceola County Stadium by the
Tigers, giving up eight hits and
seven runs in five innings. However, only four of those runs
were earned. Wagner's relief,
freshman Jay Veniard, was
socked for five runs in three
innings. UCFcouldonlymuster
three hits against the Tigers.
Followingthel~s t.oAubum,
Georgia Tech lit the scoreboard
up for 13 runs on 16 hits to
conclude UCFs double header
of doom. UCF starter Jason
Schlutt (0-1) , a junior left.
hander, was pinned for seven
earned runs in four innings.
RelieverJay Hagstromprovdied
very little relief, giving up five
runs on six hits in only three
innings of work.
UCF head coach Jay Bergman was optimistic, despite being thrashed in the first three
games. "Hopefully, these games
will be something we can learn
from, so we can become a better

The UCF Knights baseball
squad knew pitching would be
thekeyiftheyweretohaveearly
season success. Well, following
their four-game performance at
the Olive Garden Classic, they
maynotseemuch.successonthe
· horizon. UCF salvaged the consolation game Sunday,but
dropped thefirstthreegamesby
a total score of 31-4.
· Friday,theDiamondKnights
were held to four hits by
Pepperdine, the defending
NCAA baseball rhampions, in a
6-1 loss. UCF oouldonly scratch
across one run, when Tony
Marrillia crossed the plate on
Eddie Garcia's two-out single in
the second. UCF sophomore
starter Mike Halperin (O-l)was
knocked out ofthe boxafterfour
iiurings, surrenderingsevenhits
and four earned runs.
UCFs pitching woes and offensive hiatus continued Saturday, as they dropped a pair of
games,12-ltoAubumand13-2 BASEBALL continued page10

co.HoogtFuruRE)
(
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Hip clotbil)I sbops -put a
l)ew spil) OI) local fasbiol)

•

•

Ever wonder where the best place in Orlando is to acquire
creative jewelry, original clothing and unusual shoes? .
Surely you don't believe that only Seattle, Atlanta, New
York and Chicago have a monopoly on this alternative/
progressive clothing business.
Actually, there was a time when the pretentious masses
would swear up and down that they had indeed trekked
hundreds of miles to purchase a particularly interesting article
of clothing. Some· may actually have, but most of them
probably recycled some of their parents' clothing.
Up until a few years ago, finding clothing in town that did
not appeal to the mainstream crowd was in fact an almost
impossible task, especially if you did not want to spend
endless hours scouring though the racks of thrift stores where
the smell of mothba:!s ~rmeated the air. Today the search for
the perfect altema~ive/progressive apparel has come to the
streets of Orlando.
·
r_' Und0li:1tedy, ITlMf of
the people who go to the
downtCM11 cllbs shop at
thethreestoresfl.Jmy, The

ous stock of this all-too necessary line of footwear. Gary is
even kind enough to offer special orders for sizes and styles
that are not in stock. Another shop that stocks Dr. Martens
is The Drop Shop on Court Street in downtown Orlando.
There is a noticeable difference in atmosphere from that of
Unity. Whereas Unity has an extremely laid back ambience,
The Drop Shop has a somewhat more ·upbeat. things-aregoing-to-happen type of atmosphere. Here the clothes are
of the underground genre with familiar company logos
converted to display the currer:it appetite for rave and
groove music. For example, the Hoover vacuum cleaner
logo now says Groover.
Here again the personnel are wi1nng to special order items not
in stock. The Drop Shql seems to be able to ~se the rave
cl'O'Ad ~ offeting the latest fash;or6 in black light-activated
necklaces. silver accessories and ou-.er sought-after jewelry.
Crescent Moon, located right next door to The Drop Shop,
is sure to capture the
hearts of people who
still have a penchant
for the '60s. Many
Dn:p Stq> and Crescent
times when you walk
Moon>Wiichseemto best
in, you can see Doug,
represent this fypeof fashKaren or another memion. Some business ownber of the shop's perers in Orlando are recogsonnel
wearing
nizing the profit potential of
dashikis and threading
providing shoppers \\1th
glass beads and other
this twe of specaty clothmaterials to make the
ing and are taking aJvcr1.
jewelry they sell.
tage of this CJR>Ortunity.
The Crescent
Although these three
Moon canies a wide
array of clothing, rangstores offer the best of
alternative/progressive
ing from the unusual
weartobefol.fldinthecity, The Drop Shop owner Mike Johnson employs a DJ to
brand shirts to some
of the best vintage
there are distinct differ· entertain rustomers while they shop. (v111Z11rwMu1Ure}
ences between them. The
clothing that can be
first ald probably the :nest far.";!'!°tar to UCF students is Unity. found in town. The store also has crystal sun catchers that are
located on Semoran 9oulewrd just before the East-West Ex- displayed in the front window, and are wonderfully eye-catchpressway ra"ll. The CM'f"tef, Gary, a Baltimore native, can be fol.lld ing. lfyouare notcille to getchwn to Crescent Moon dllingtheday,
in the shq:> onalmostanydaynsteningto techno mxes and chatting you may want to check out a selection of their jewelry at Bart:a-ella
with his customers. Unity speciatizes in unq.ieclo~rYJ that is made on the weekends.
especially for the shq:>, which inch.des shirts with black torsos,
It is refrestlng to knaN that it is no longer necessary to battle the
printed fabric sleews and hoods. Also in the clothing categ:>ry are cRJM:is at the mall in an effort to try to find good cµllity clothing.
T-st}rts wth urusual sayirgs and desigr6.
One more store deserves to be corYJratulated for its progresThere is plenty of jewelry from which to choose; stacked sive \lision in helping Orlando residents dress suxessfUly for a
silver rings with marcacite, hematite or various other gems. n91t out at the clubs. West End was aforerurrierin presenting this
One of the most intriguing pieces was a ring with interlocked category of clothirYJ to the people of Oriardo. Unfortunately, the
hands that pull apart to reveal a heart. There are also cross ck>ors at West End dosed last Surday.
necklaces and still others with gem pendants.
Until recently, Dr. Martens shoes were a scarce com• stmnon graham
modity in the Orlando area, but now Unity carries a continucentra florda fuhre
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One of the largest 2 & 3 bedroom
apartments in East Orlando.
$299 moves you in!
Limited Time Only!
(407) 365-8388
•Windows in Every Kitchen
• Screened Patio
• 3 Swimming Pools
•Tennis
• Racquetball

EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT

From University Boulevard,
head north on Alafaya Trail
to Alafaya Woods Boulevard.
Turn right and we are just
ahead on the left.

$1 off all large dai<111i1·is
$1 Tootel's
*Blue Kan1ikaze

•Sand Volleyball
• Basketball
• Free Basic Cable Seivice
•Washer/ Dryer Available
• Shuttle Buses Available

*Sex on the Beaeh

Alafaya Woods lvd.

•

University Blvd.

50¢ Jello Shots
ENVIRONMENTAL GROWTH MANAGEMENT FELLOWSHIPS

310 S. Park Avenue
647-8719

Florida Atlantic University is offering prestigious fellowships, through the
FAU/FIU Joint Center for Environmental and Urban Problems, for students interested
in Environmental Growth Management (EGM). EGM fellows study for the master

,..---.----------------------,

degree in public administration or urban and regional planning in preparation for their
positions in the public, private, and non-profit sectors. Fellows who pursue the full-

1

Bring in this coupon and receive

1

time- four-semester Master of Public Administration (MPA) progr,am receive $14,000.

:

4 Free Jello Shots

:

The NASPAA·accredited

I
I

on Tuesday Only

I
I

who pursue the full-time five semester of Master of Urban and Regional Planning

Must be 21 Years Old to Enter

L-------------------------~

MPA

program offers

a special curriculum in the

administrative, political, economic, and legal aspects of growth management. Fellows

(MURPl program receive $17,500. The MURP curriculum is focused on the values
associated with growth management within a democratic society, the growing
importance of high technology, and the professional standards articulated by the
Planning Accreditation BQard (PAB).
The MPA and MURP programs are offered through the College of Urban and

i
,...

Public Affairs. The College is located at the heart of the South Florida region. This

ATTENTION ALL PROSPECTIVE

dynamic region is on the leading edge of growth management practice and research. .
For further information and application materials call the Office of Graduate Studies '·
at (305) 760-5637/5638 or write the College of Urban and Public Affairs, Florida

STUDENT BODY PRESIDENTIAL

Atlantic University, University Tower, 220 S.E. 2nd Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, Florida
33301. Application deadline is April 30, 1993.

· CANDIDATES!

Question &Answer Session: Feb.
10th from 3-5 pm in the SCA
Presidential/Vice Presidential
Forum: Feb 19th on the
Green at 2:00 pm.

Elections are coming!!!
Main Campus: Feb. 23 &24
10 am· 7 pm
Branch Cam}luses: Feb. 22, 23, 24
~
4pm-7pm
~

'Cl

"'

Questions? Call 823-2191.

DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:
• Patients in shock
• Accident Victims
• Provide intravenous fluids • Provide clotting factors
for bums, surgery, or
for hemophiliacs
treatments of illness
• New Reasearch on life
threatening diseases
You can earn over $100 per month.
"We would like to compensate you for your
time when giving the gift of life"

'
BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE $10 BO\l 'S
FOR YOlrR FIRST DONATI()~
Call for information and/or appointment

1122 W. Church St. Orlando, FL 32805
(407) 841-2151
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Diverse.music delivers ferOcious rhythm

Jimmy Thackery
and the Drivers
Empty Anns Motel
<Blind Pig Records>

)

,

•

Usually, when a band plays cover songs, I
am not at all impressed. But after listening to
Jimmy Thackery and the Drivers, I was
forced to make an exception.
Thackery is probably best .known for his
work in the Nighthawks, a Washington,
D.C.-based blues band, with whom he recorded more than adozen albums and toured
for 14 yeal"S.
In the mid-'80s, Thackery formed the
Assassins, a six-piece band. He later left it to
form the Drivers, a stripped-down threepiece, in which Thackery' s impressive guitar
work dominates each song.
Empty Anns Motel, which was recorded
at Kingsnake Studios in sa·nford. is the
first release for the Drivers. It is a collection of mostly cover tunes, from musicians such as Jimi Hendrix, Stevie Ray
Vaughn and Luther Johnson.
After listening to the first few notes of the
firsttrack, B.B. King's "Paying The Cost To
Be The Boss," it is apparent that Thackery
is perhaps one of the best blues guitarists
around today. His playing is powerful and
extremely fluid, yet not excessive.
Unfortunately for Thackery, one of the
disadvantages of releasing an album on a
small independent label is that distribution is
usually not very widespread. I have yet to
see a copy of Empty Arms Motel in any
Orlando area record store. But if you are in
to blues-rock at all, it is definitely worth
investing 29 cents to get more information
by writing to: Blind Pig Records, P.O. Box
2344, San Francisco, CA 94126.
• dave bauer
central florida future

•

The Hair & Skin
Trading Co.
JO IN NINE G HELL
<BIG>
Formed from ex-meni>ers of the gn::>1.4> LOOP,
ire Har And Skin Tracing Co. prove to be a
qlite effoctive and different irdusbial band.
JO IN NINE G HELL. an amusingly
serious album, seems to be out to prove
the point that they are a different musical

band, which it does. From the opening
chant of "Some people deserve to die"
on the Ministry-like opening track,
. "Elevenate," and the grungy "Torque,"
the listener is hooked ~both lyrics and rhythm.
Hatfway through the disc, The Hair And
Skin Trading Co. breaks its stride with a
song called "KAK." which consists of
approximately five minutes of hypnotic
primal chanting. "KAK" seems to be the
turning point of the album. Where as the
first half of .the album had a more biting
edge, the remaining songs on the album ,
are more pop-like, yet the messages turn
grimmer, if not more confusing. Hooks.
such as "Ground Zero" and the immense
"Pipeline" show the promise of this band.
In all.JO IN NINEG HELL is an impressive
album.
• eyal goldshmid
centrai fiorida future

:Infectious

Fudge
The Ferocious Rhythm
Of Precise Laziness ...
(Caroline Records>

On their debut album, The Ferocious
Rhythm Of Precise Laziness, the new alternative band, Fudge, makes some sweet
music.

The 11-song album is an entertaining
blend of smart pop and arty grunge. The
quartet sounds a lot like Smashing Pumkins
being led by Matthew Sweet.
Laziness is a concept album dealing with
the drug addiction and death of a confused
man.
The first song, "Oreo Dust," is a snappy
pop hook telling the first hints of the nameless young man's addiction.
"Peanut Butter," the third song on the
album, is ahypnotic and confusing blur of a
tune, as is the long instrumental "20-Nothing Dub" wruch tells the user's final decline.
Two songs stand out: The all too brief
"Mystery Machine," about the user's confusion and amazement with simplicity, and
the remarkable "Wayside," a gripping piece
about man's anger at the world, which is
also the album's best song.
Fudge is a sweet blend of hypnotic feedback guitar and good lyrics that prove surprisingly fresh and entertaining.
• eyal goldshmid
central florida future

&.l?OOVE'.S
~any musicians today have moved on to

doing numerous side projects. Ministry's Al
Jourgenson has at least four bands going
simultaneously. The same is true forDischord
Records' Ian MacKaye. Mike Muir, lead
singer of Suicidal Tendencies, has _also
jumped on the bandwagon. In 1991 , Muir,
along with other Suic.idal Tendencies' members and special guest drummers (including
Steven Perkins, from Jane's Addiction),
formed Infectious Grooves, which released
their debut album, The Plague that Makes
Your Booty Move ... It's the Infectious
Grooves. It was one of the funkiest, hardhitting albums of the year. The album was full
of quick-paced inventive new music, with De
La Soul-style intros between songs. '
Muir is back with a new Grooves album
entitled Sarsippius' Ark. It was called this
because just like Noah's, this new album
comes in twos.Two demos, two live songs,
two songs from the first recording and two
songs from two different producers.
The best two songs on the album are the
two cover sqngs: David Bowie's "Fame,"
which is pretty much like the original, and a
cover of Led Zeppelin's "The Immigrant
Song." It takes an old supposed classic and
reworks it into a funkier '90s-style song.
The music on Sarsippius' Ari< ranges
from slow funk to fast funk to downright
funk. The best example of this is the first
song on the album, "Turtle WaxCFunkaholics
Anonymous)." This song has it all, from a
funky bassline with guitar pauses to make
the music groove.
Keeping with the style of their debut
album, the new album is narrated by
Sarsippius himself, terling humorous anecdotes and stories about the band and the
songs .
You might remember Infectious Groves
as the prom band in "Encino Man." The
band's other claim to fame is their MTV
"Breakthrough Video," "You Lie ... and Yo
Breath Stank," which was made by one of
the animators of "The Simpsons."
Beginning in March, Muir is going to be
touring with Suicidal Tendencies. Infectious
Grooves will be opening the show with their
"These Freaks are Here to Party" nationwide tour.
Basically Sarsippius' Ari< is a great album. It's only downfall is that a majority ot
the songs are too much like the first album.
Only a few of the songs are purely original,
but it is still worth a listen.

1. A River Runs Through It, by Nonnan Maclean (Univ. of

Chicago Press, $9.95.) Stories of western Montana.
2. The Autobiography of Malcolm X, with Alex Haley.
(Ballantine, $5.99.) The black leader's life story.
3. Life's Uttla Instruction Book, by H. Jackson Brown Jr.
(Rutle(ige Hill, $5.95.) Advice for attaining a full life.
4. Cows of our Planet, by Gary Larson. (Andrews & McMeel,
$8.95.) Collection of Far Side cartoons.
5. The Firm, by John Grisham. (Island/Dell, $5.99.)
Young lawyer confronts the hidden workings of his firm.
6. Backlash, by Susan Faludi. (Anchor, $12.50.) Powerful and
frightening look at the undeclared war against American women.
7. The Waste Lands; by Stephen King. (Signet, $6.99.) Dark
fantasy epic that chronicles the twilight of a twisted world.
8. The Indispensable C81vln and Hobbes, by Bill Watterson.
(Andrews &McMeel, $12.95.) Latest collected cartoons.
9. You Just Don't Understand, by Deborah Tannen. (Ballantine,
$10.00.) How men and women can understand each other better.

10. A Time to Kill, by John Grisham. (Island/Dell, $5.99.)
Racial tension runs high during a trial.

British 'Leppard set loose
on crowd at Orlando Arena

Def Leppard brought its "Seven Day Weekend Tour" to the Orlando Arena on the third
of February. ·
Having no opening act, the veil covering the stage dropped, and the band appeared
on stage, starting the evening off with "Let's Get Rocked," a song from their latest
album, Adrenalize.
The band's round stage was placed in the center of the Arena. So, the entire audience
·had a great view of lead singer Joe Eliott and the rest of the band moving around the stage.
Rick Allen's drum platform even rotated and was elevated by a hydraulic lift.
Not only did Eliott move around the stage a lot, but he also talked to the audience often.
In one of his chats. he recapped what Def Leppard did during the four years between their
last two albums, Hysteria and Adrenalize. He mourned the loss of guitarist Steve Clari< and
proudly introduced their new guitarist Vivian Campbell.
Biott himself picked up a guitar for what he called "Def Leppard Unplugged," an
audience sing-a-long.
Biott joked that the band would perform some of their favorite country songs by singers
like Garth Brooks and Billy Ray Cyrus- "Not!" Instead, they performed parts of some of
their favorite rock'n'roll songs.
Along with guitarists Campbell and Phil Collen and bassist Rick Savage, Eliott began the
sing-a-long with AC/DC' s "Back in Black," and the audience could not get through the first
verse. Eliott teased the Orlando audience about beating the audience participation the band
received in Miami the night before.
The Orlando audience participation increased greatly when the band performed
Metallica's "Enter Sandman" and Def Leppard's own "Bringing on the Heartbreak."
Def Leppard's show was full of songs that have become popular through play on the
radio airwaves, which made the concert quite enjoyable.
After the two-hour show, the audience coaxed the band back for an encore in which it
performed two of its greatest hits "Love Bites" and "Photograph." It was an excellent way
• justin best to end a great show.
• debbie didier
central florida future
assistant entertainment editor

Do you love writing? Call 823-6397.

J>BVANEv·s

Assistant photo
editor wanted.
Looking tor experience?

Let us train you in
darkroom procedures
and film developing.
call 823-6397 for more
information.

Sports Pub & Eatery
7660 University Blvd.
University & Goldenrod
Goodings Center
679-6600

Personal and Business
Mary Ayuso
290-8478

EVERY THURSDAY

REGGAE
NIGHT
* $1.50 Bottles RED STRIPE
*AUTHENTIC LIVE REGGAE

9:30PM - 1:00 AM

-·
Would you
help a woman
being raped
by a stranger?

You're at a party.
There's lots of .drinking
going on. Some guys
are having sex with a
young woman whose
drink they've spiked.
You don't interfere,
thinking it's no big deal.

..F
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Well, the law sees it
differently. Because if
she's unable to give her
consent to have sex, it's
rape. A felony.
Punishable by prison.
It benefits everyone for .
you to stop it from
happening. You'll be
keeping a woman from
tremendous emotional
pain if you do. And you
could be helping your
friends coinmit a crime
if you c1on't.
©1890 Rape Treatment
Center, Santa Monica
Hospital.
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With Visa®you'll be accepted at more than
t0 million places, nearfy three times more than American Express.
And that's not a misprint.

Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Be~

American Red Croes
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